Abstract-Arteries are under significant mechanical loads from blood pressure, flow, tissue tethering, and body movement. It is critical that arteries remain patent and stable under these loads. This review summarizes the common forms of buckling that occur in blood vessels including cross-sectional collapse, longitudinal twist buckling, and bent buckling. The phenomena, model analyses, experimental measurements, effects on blood flow, and clinical relevance are discussed. It is concluded that mechanical buckling is an important issue for vasculature, in addition to wall stiffness and strength, and requires further studies to address the challenges. Studies of vessel buckling not only enrich vascular biomechanics but also have important clinical applications.
INTRODUCTION
Arteries and veins in vivo are subjected to significant mechanical stresses generated by lumen blood flow, pressure, surrounding tissue tethering, and body movement. 31, 45 It has been well documented that mechanical stresses play important roles in regulating vascular cell biology, the vascular function, and the pathological development of vascular diseases such as atherosclerosis. 61, 65, 75 A high mechanical stress can lead to injury to the cells and damage to the vascular wall. Excessive stress has also been considered as a risk factor for aneurysm rupture and atherosclerotic plaque rupture. 12, 97 Arteries and veins, like water hoses or pipelines may also lose their mechanical stability under mechanical loads. The stability of blood vessels under in vivo loads is essential to maintain their physiological function.
While the strength and stiffness of the arterial wall are important and have been studied extensively, 30, 52 the mechanical stability of arteries under mechanical load is also an important issue but less studied. A complete understanding of arterial function and disease cannot be achieved without understanding the mechanical stability of arteries under in vivo loads.
This review summarizes the state of the art studies regarding the stability of arteries and veins. We will first review the stability of the vessel due to low lumen pressure and then focus on the stability of long vessel segments under high lumen pressure and twisting. The challenges and potential future directions will also be discussed.
MECHANICAL STABILITY OF BLOOD VESSELS
Buckling is the loss of mechanical stability, which generates large deformation and failure in structures. Generally speaking, arteries and veins are under complex mechanical loads, including a lumen pressure, outer pressure, axial tension due to tissue tethering, and twisting and bending due to body movement ( Fig. 1) . From an engineering perspective, blood vessels can be considered cylindrical structures subject to combined loads including tension, bending, and torsion. The tubular arteries may buckle under these loads and deform from their normally straight cylindrical shape. Different buckling phenotypes can occur, as depicted in Table 1 . The most common buckling phenotypes are described in the following sections, including cross-sectional buckling, lateral bent buckling, and axial twist buckling.
CROSS-SECTIONAL STABILITY: COLLAPSE OF VESSEL LUMEN
It has been well documented that blood vessels buckle radially and vessel lumens collapse when internal lumen pressure is too low or the external pressure exceeds the internal pressure by a critical value. 31 Collapse is a common occurrence in veins located above the level of the heart and in veins squeezed by skeletal muscle contractions to return blood to the heart from the feet of upright mammals. 6, 81 In clinical settings, use of real-time ultrasound-assisted guidance during insertion of a central venous catheter into the internal jugular vein can cause collapse of the vein due to transcutaneous pressure produced by the ultrasound probe, which results in failure of venous puncture for catheter insertion. 56 Pulmonary veins do not collapse with negative transmural pressure (internal pressure minus external pressure) due to tethering to interalveolar septa that stabilize vessel walls. 31 Collapse of veins has also been shown to be beneficial in regulating the flow rate during raising of the head for giraffes. 9 While veins often collapse due to low internal pressure, arteries are normally free from collapse due to their high lumen blood pressure and thicker walls. 31 However, arteries may collapse under certain conditions. For example, intramyocardial coronary arteries collapse during left ventricle contraction. 81 Arteries also collapse due to blood pressure cuffs, 81 and it has been suggested that arteries may collapse at regions immediately downstream of a stenosis.
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Collapsible Tube Models and Buckling Equation
Collapsible tube models have been developed based on the theory of elastic instability to determine the critical pressure at which a blood vessel collapses. 22, 31 For example, Fung 31 concisely illustrated the buckling equation for thin-walled circular cylindrical tubes of linear elastic material and uniform wall thickness subjected to transmural pressure. Using the equilibrium equations of forces and moments and their relations to the change in wall curvature, he established a FIGURE 1. Schematic of an artery segment illustrating the complex loads an artery is subjected to in vivo, including transmural pressure (p), axial tension (N), bending moment (M), and axial torque (T). Veins-surface compression 21 Internal jugular vein-catheter insertion 56 Coronary arteries-cardiac contraction 81 Bent buckling Carotid artery-aging, hypertension 19, 55 Retinal arteries and veins-retinopathy 60, 95 Vein grafts-over length 4 Twist buckling Anastomoses 53, 86, 88 Coronary vessels-cardiac contraction 80 Vein grafts 20, 26 Vertebral artery-head rotation 3, 59 Kinking Iliac arteries 87 Internal carotid arteries 79, 108 Helical buckling Vein grafts 114 ''corkscrew'' collaterals 91 second order linear differential equation for curvature change. Then, based on the periodic feature of the curvature and observing that the basal buckling mode occurs at a wavenumber n = 2, the buckling equation for the critical transmural pressure was obtained as
where p e is external pressure, p is internal lumen pressure, E 0 I ¼ Et 3 =ð12ð1 À m 2 ÞÞ is the flexural rigidity of the thin-walled tube. E is Young's modulus of the material, I is cross-sectional area moment of inertia per unit length, I ¼ t 3 =12, t is wall thickness, m is Poisson's ratio, and R is tube median radius at zero transmural pressure. Although this critical buckling pressure equation was derived for linear elastic materials, the equation is used to estimate the buckling pressure for arteries and especially for veins with thinner walls. In addition, Fung noted that the incremental modulus E that corresponds to the working stress level in an artery can be used in this equation to obtain an estimation of the critical buckling pressure for arteries. 31 However, we have seen no buckling equation that takes into account the nonlinear anisotropic properties of arterial walls. Further study is needed to extend the collapsible tube model to include these properties to better predict the critical load.
The post-buckling behavior of collapsible tubes was illustrated by the classic work of Flaherty et al. 28 They used a similar approach based on equilibrium and curvature equations as described by Fung to numerically determine the cross-sectional shapes of long, inextensible, elastic thin-walled circular tubes at a broad range of transmural pressures (the tube law, Fig. 2 ). In the range when the two opposite sides can contact, as negative transmural pressure decreased, the cross section was reduced in size while it remained similar in shape. Their work and the experimental results of Shapiro established the tube law, which describes the cross-sectional area of collapsible tubes post-buckling as a function of transmural pressure given by 28, 31 :
where non-dimensional transmural pressure is p ¼ ðp À p e Þ=ðE 0 I=R 3 Þ, non-dimensional cross-sectional area is a ¼ A=ðpR 2 Þ and A is the cross-sectional lumen area. This equation accounts for large deformation and is thus directly applicable to collapse of veins and other thin-walled tubes, but it only gives a general estimation for collapse in arteries because of the linear elastic and thin-wall assumptions.
To better describe the pressure-area relationship, it is necessary to develop models accounting for the nonlinear anisotropic behavior of the arterial wall. Using an exponential stress-strain law, Drzewiecki et al. developed a pressure-lumen relationship for arteries as given by
where m is a constant. C 1 and C 2 are material constants. A is the cross-sectional area, A b is the crosssectional area at critical buckling pressure, and P b is the critical buckling pressure. They demonstrated a good fit of this equation with their experimental data of carotid arteries. 23 
Collapsible Tubes Under Fluid Flow
Collapse of veins occurs under flow conditions in vivo with the vessel and flow interacting in a coupled way. Collapsible tube models have thus been studied under steady or pulsatile flow conditions by many groups. 5, 38 The classic work by Shapiro 89 presented a theoretical analysis of one-dimensional, steady flow through thin-walled, collapsible tubes. The analysis included physical mechanisms that are present in physiologic flows, which include friction, gravity, inertial forces, and axial variations in external pressure, muscular tone, tension, curvature, and reference cross-sectional area. This theory demonstrated the tight coupling of the tube structural mechanics to the fluid mechanics and showed that specific features were opposite for subcritical flows compared with supercritical flows. For example, internal pressure and crosssectional area decreased with increasing external pressure for subcritical flows, but increased for supercritical flows. Since then, numerous models have been developed to investigate tube collapse under fluid flow. For example, Chow and Mak 14 simulated steady flow through a collapsible vein using a two-dimensional unidirectional model. They determined the pressure vs. cross-sectional area and pressure vs. flow rate curves, and shapes of the vein during collapse. Marzo et al. 73 illustrated differences in location and shape of the collapsed region of a thick-walled tube compared with a thinner-walled tube using a three-dimensional simulation under steady flow conditions. For unsteady flow, Bertram and Pedley 6 developed a lumped parameter, mathematical model of a collapsible thickwalled tube. This model was used to demonstrate the importance of the unsteady jet head loss at the throat on oscillations of flow properties and cross-sectional area. The model also showed the importance of the physical properties upstream and downstream of the collapsible tube section.
In contrast to the studies above in which collapse was mainly induced by negative transmural pressure as occurs in veins, Ku, Tang, and colleagues demonstrated that stenoses caused collapse of arteries just downstream of stenoses, and that collapse was oscillatory under unsteady flow. 22, 96, 98, 99 For example, Tang et al. 98 developed a three-dimensional, fluidstructure interaction, computational model that combined a modified tube law and thin-shell model for collapse of elastic tubes. This study found that for arteries under cyclic pressure, severe stenoses induced negative transmural pressure at the stenosis throat and for some distance downstream, which produced collapse at a distance of about one artery diameter downstream of the throat. This and other results of the study showed good agreement with experimental results of a polyvinyl alcohol hydrogel stenosis model that had mechanical properties close to those of bovine carotid arteries. 96 In addition, some fluid-structure interaction studies have modeled the arterial wall as a multilayer nonlinear anisotropic structure. 39, 102 On the other hand, experimental work on tube collapse due to low transmural pressure has validated some model predictions and revealed some limitations. Elad et al. 25 developed an experimental technique to measure the geometry, transmural pressure, and flow rate for collapsible tubes during static loading or steady flow. Measurements for tube laws under static loading compared well with previous experimental and theoretical studies. Experimental pressure and flow measurements were significantly different than predictions from one-dimensional steady flow models such as that of Shaprio. 89 Drzewiecki and Pilla 24 measured the transmural pressure vs. lumen area of the human brachial artery using an occlusive pressure cuff. Transmural pressure for complete collapse was found to be between 250 and 240 mmHg. At the onset of collapse, transmural pressure was mainly a small positive value and was higher compared to previous in vitro data of canine blood vessels, which the authors suggested was likely due to axial tension in vivo. The authors also noted that unlike elastic tubes, blood vessel resistance to collapse remained small until the lumen area was nearly zero. Numerous theoretical, numerical, and in vitro experimental studies have been done under various underlying assumptions and for specific conditions. These studies have helped elucidate the structural mechanics of collapsible tubes under pressure, as well as the inseparable coupling of structural mechanics and fluid mechanics of collapsible tubes. Our knowledge in this field will continue to evolve under fewer assumptions and for more physiological circumstances, especially as additional in vivo experimental methods are developed, 36 which can also validate and improve modeling efforts. Aspects of fluid-structure interaction models that are important for future studies include nonlinear viscoelastic and/or non-uniform wall properties and the two-phase nature of blood. These aspects will allow more detailed simulation and examination of pathological and physiological conditions that may be associated with vessel collapse.
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY: BENT BUCKLING UNDER LUMEN PRESSURE
Arteries are commonly considered stable under lumen pressure and axial tension. 45, 46, 48, 76 However, Han and colleagues recently demonstrated that long vessel segments can become unstable when the lumen pressure exceeds a critical value or the axial tension is reduced. [40] [41] [42] [43] The phenomenon was termed ''artery buckling'' because of its similarity to column-beam buckling (Fig. 3) . 43 Blood vessels, such as retinal arteries and veins, often become tortuous along their paths associated with hypertension, diabetes, and retinopathy. 49, 95 Tortuous carotid arteries are often associated with aging, atherosclerosis, and hypertension. 19, 45, 79 In a rabbit carotid artery grafting model, Jackson and colleagues demonstrated that reducing axial tension in arteries can lead to the development of tortuous shape. 55 Elastin deficiency due to genetic defect, flow increase, or other vascular diseases can lead to weaker walls and tortuous arteries. 16, 95, 106 In efforts to explain the tortuous shape of retinal arteries under hypertensive pressure, Kylstra et al., 60 Stelson et al., 93 and Brossollet and Vito 10 modeled blood vessels as closed-ended vessel segments under axial compression and used the linear elastic Euler buckling equation to estimate the critical pressure. However, there was no justification for the unrealistic ''closed-ends'' and ''axial compression'' assumptions. On the other hand, axial length growth and elongation were thought to be the reasons for artery bent buckling. However, the paradox is that arteries remain under axial tension even with growth and elongation. So the classic Euler column buckling (under axial compression) cannot explain the bent buckling phenomenon.
Buckling Model and Equations
The paradox was resolved in 2007 by Han using a buckling model based on adjacent equilibrium. 40, 42 It was shown that a lateral load could be generated by lumen pressure due to surface area difference between the convex and concave sides when a vessel bends. The lateral load could balance the axial tension when the pressure is high enough. Thus the vessel can reach equilibrium and buckling occurs. Using both adjacent equilibrium and potential energy approaches, Han established an artery buckling model for nonlinear anisotropic arterial walls (thick-walled) that predicted the critical load for artery bent buckling under lumen pressure. The model first determined the lateral distributed load generated by the lumen pressure due to surface area difference on convex and concave sides of a deflected artery. 78 Then using the Bernoulli beamcolumn bending moment equation for the artery subjected to the lateral distributed load and the axial tension, as well as elastic support from the surrounding matrix, yielded a fourth order differential equation for the deflection as a function of axial position. Solving this differential eigenvalue equation yielded a periodic deflection curve and a buckling equation for a long vessel segment within a soft elastic matrix given by. [42] [43] [44] 
where p cr is the critical buckling pressure (p 2 p e ), k s is the modulus of the surrounding matrix, N is the axial force,ÊI is the cross-sectional bending modulus of the vessel, l is the vessel length, r i is the lumen radius, and n is the wave number of the buckling mode shape. Note thatÊI cannot be separated asÊ andÎ for nonlinear arterial wall and in factÊI=H (''bending stiffness'') as given in the Appendix of Lee et al. 64 Both N andÊI are functions of the transmural pressure and the strains for nonlinear anisotropic arterial walls. 42, 64 So determination of p cr requires iterations using Eq. (4).
This model equation and experimental measurements demonstrated that arteries buckle when lumen pressure exceeds a critical pressure. The critical pressures of blood vessels are determined by vessel dimensions, wall stiffness, axial tension, and surrounding tissue stiffness. 40, 42 Both experiments 64, 69 and model simulations 40, 41, 43 have demonstrated that artery critical buckling pressure decreased with the decrease of axial tension (axial stretch ratio). This conclusion is also true for thin-walled veins. 63, 72 In addition, degradation of elastin, an important extracellular matrix component, by using elastase significantly reduced arterial critical buckling pressure associated with reduced wall stiffness. 62, 64 Furthermore, growth and remodeling in collateral arterioles can lead to buckling of arterioles and make them tortuous. 70 In contrast, a stronger surrounding tissue support (bigger k s ) lead to a higher critical buckling pressure and a higher wave shape mode. 42, 64 Further model analysis demonstrated that geometric variations such as initial curvature, tapering, eccentric or oval cross sections, stenosis, and aneurysm often reduced the stability as indicated by the reduced critical pressures. 17, 42, 44, 77, 78 It is worth noting that although the classic linear elastic Euler column buckling model predicts a sudden, large, catastrophic increase of deflection with buckling, arteries do not show a sudden large deflection and catastrophic failure, but only a small deflection at buckling due to geometric nonlinearity. 43, 100 The deflection of a buckled artery increases post-buckling with increasing lumen pressure, in a nonlinear fashion.
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Bent Buckling Under Pulsatile Flow
Arteries in vivo are under pulsatile flow. In 2009, Rachev extended the static buckling model into a dynamic buckling model and mathematically analyzed the dynamic stability of arteries. 83 It was suggested that an increase in the mean pressure, pulse pressure, or pulse frequency of the pulsatile flow will cause the loss of stability. Recent experimental studies and model simulations by Liu and Han 69 indicated that arteries under pulsatile pressure would buckle when the lumen pressure exceeded a critical pressure, consistent with arteries under static pressure. However, when buckling occurs under pulsatile flow, arteries flex periodically with the oscillation of lumen pressure. 69 Furthermore, model simulations showed that the effect of excitation frequency on artery buckling was small at low excitation frequencies (<5 Hz), arteries would buckle when the peak pressure (mean pressure + pulse pressure) reached the same critical pressure obtained under static or steady condition, and accordingly, the critical mean pressure increased almost linearly with the decrease of the pulse pressure. However, the dynamic effect became greater at excitation frequency >5 Hz, the relation of mean pressure and pulse pressure became nonlinear, and the artery would buckle at a lower peak pressure than the critical pressure values under static or steady condition. In addition, it has been shown that ideal or viscous fluids had the same influence on the dynamics of arteries, and the centrifugal force induced by blood flow velocity acted in the same manner as the axial force. 83 It is well known that the pulse pressure in humans increases significantly while axial tension decreases in the aged population. 54, 76 These changes would make aged arteries vulnerable to instability and buckling. This may be a reason for the high occurrence of tortuous arteries in the aged population.
Artery buckling changes artery shape and thus alters lumen blood flow and wall stress, which can induce thrombosis. 13, 71 The cyclic bending of arteries under pulsatile pressure can also affect matrix and gene expression, 105 which are related to atherosclerosis. 92 Bent buckling of arteries can also increase the local stress in atherosclerotic plaques and aneurysms and cause rupture. 62, 77, 97 The long-term effects of artery buckling remain unclear.
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY: TWIST BUCKLING UNDER TORQUE
Blood vessels often experience torsion and twist along their axes. Twisting of blood vessels can occur naturally with body movement and due to surgical procedures requiring blood vessel manipulation (e.g., vascular graft implantation, microanastomosis, skin grafting). 3, 26 Excessive torsion can initiate a loss in stability in which the vessel buckles, characterized by the formation of a single wave distributed over the vessel's long axis or a concentrated twist at a focal point (twist-kink). 88 The twist is similar to that sometimes seen in a twisted garden hose. A twisted vessel can disrupt normal blood flow, damage the endothelial lining, and increase the risk for thrombosis. 26 In vivo arteriographs have shown that rotation of the head to the left and right positions can initiate obstruction or kinking of the vertebral artery at the atlantoaxial joint and is implicated in vertebrobasilar symptoms. 3, 59 Similarly, the internal jugular vein can also become obstructed with head rotation, which presents a risk for hydrocephalus if the contralateral vein is also obstructed. 35 
Buckling Model and Experiments
Arteries and veins are often considered as long cylinders subject to combined loads of pressure inflation, axial tension, and torsion (see Fig. 1 ). Mechanical models have been developed for twist buckling of elastic cylindrical vessels under torsion. A classical model includes a thin-walled long cylinder of linear elastic material under a torque at the ends as given in Flugge 29 and Timoshenko and Gere. 100 The critical buckling torque T cr was given by
This equation was obtained by utilizing the equilibrium equation for elastic thin cylindrical shells and presuming that the buckling pattern (displacement) was periodic. It is applicable to long cylinders under a torque alone and in the small deformation domain. For finite deformations, the theory of small deformations superposed on large elastic deformations was proposed to study bifurcations from known equilibrium states. 37 Using this approach, Ertepinar and Wang 27 developed a model for torsion of thick-walled cylinders of hyperelastic materials while under external pressure and axial compression. Further analysis by Zubov and Sheidakov showed that cylindrical vessels with nonlinear material could buckle under a combination of torsion, tension, and inflation. 115 However, for blood vessels with nonlinear orthotropic walls subjected to torsion, lumen pressure and axial stretch that undergo large pre-buckling deformation, there is no appropriate model to describe the twist buckling behavior or to predict the critical torque and critical twist angle.
In surgical procedures, blood vessels may be either intentionally or unintentionally rotated upon implantation causing the vessel to become twisted or twistkinked. However, there are some discrepancies among the reports on the critical twist angles at which the patency becomes significantly reduced. 26, 88 For example, the rat femoral artery was used to study the rotation angle at which patency is significantly reduced in microvessels and was reported to be anywhere from 90 to 270°, while other studies reported no significant reduction even at 360°of rotation. 53, 86, 101 The critical twist angles resulting in significant patency reduction in rat femoral veins has been reported to be between 90 and 180°. 7, 86 For vascular grafts, Endean et al. 26 found that flow through superficial canine veins decreased sharply between 140 and 180°of rotation and stopped completely between 175 and 200°. The discrepancy among these results for arteries or veins can be attributed to the differences in vessel dimensions (especially the length), loading conditions, and animal models (e.g., Sprague-Dawley vs. Wistar rats or canines vs. rats). Thus, it is necessary to normalize these parameters, such as by using twist angle (rotation per unit vessel length) in describing the twist behavior of blood vessels.
Experimental measurements and model analyses have shown that the critical buckling loads and buckling shapes are affected by vessel dimensions, wall material properties, and boundary conditions. Dobrin et al. 20 performed a study to identify key determinants for vascular graft kinking under torsion using synthetic and native vein grafts. They concluded that graft length, thickness, diameter, and material stiffness were all important factors for determining kinking behavior and that grafts having a shorter length, thinner wall, larger diameter, and stiffer material were more vulnerable to kinking. Similar conclusions were made in a numerical study by Wong et al., 110 in which perforator vessels were subjected to twist. However, Dobrin et al. 20 found that lumen pressure had no significant influence on the number of turns required to produce a kink, while Wong et al. 110 reported lumen pressure to be the main factor in resisting venous deformation.
Recently, the authors' lab has investigated the in vitro buckling behavior of blood vessels under torsion using a custom built torsion machine capable of generating simultaneous axial tension, internal pressure, and torsion. 33, 34 Porcine arteries and veins were rotated at various axial stretch and lumen pressure combinations while the torque and axial force were measured. The results demonstrated that the torsional resistance increased linearly with rotation until suddenly dropping upon kinking of the blood vessel (Fig. 4) . The critical buckling torque and critical buckling twist angle were obtained at this point of instability. For porcine common carotid arteries, twist buckling required a larger torque load with increased axial stretch ratio and lumen pressure. The critical twist angle for buckling was significantly reduced with increased axial stretch ratio but was not affected by the lumen pressure, in agreement with the conclusions for vein grafts. 20 Torsional buckling tests have also been conducted on porcine internal jugular veins and similar buckling shapes were observed at lower critical loads. 32 A very recent work by Garcia et al. 33 showed an empirical equation linking the critical torque T cr to arterial wall dimensions and shear modulus G for porcine carotid arteries.
where b is a dimensionless constant (=17.6). This equation provides an estimation of the experimental measurement for critical torque of all tested arteries under various lumen pressures and axial stretch ratios. However, this equation is empirical in nature and a mechanics based theoretical model is needed to better predict the critical torque and twist angle.
HELICAL BUCKLING
A less studied buckling mode of cylinders is the generation of a helical configuration, or a threedimensional spiral shape while the cross section remains open (Table 1) . Helical buckling typically occurs when a cylinder is constrained within an enclosure such as in drilling operations where the drill string is surrounded by another cylinder. In these drilling applications, the drill string initially buckles into a sinusoidal shape under combined axial compression and torque, followed by a transition to a helical configuration upon further loading. 74 Torsional buckling of carbon nanotubes within a matrix has also been demonstrated to form helical configurations. 51, 90 We have observed in vitro that porcine carotid arteries would buckle into helical shapes when subject to a high lumen pressure (bend-buckling) in combination with an axial torque (Fig. 5) . Helical arterial paths have been reported in carotid arteries, umbilical cords, collateral arteries and grafts. 57, 94, 114 However, it is not clear whether the helical paths were due to buckling alone or other processes. More studies are needed to better understand the occurrence of helical buckling in arteries.
EFFECTS OF BUCKLING ON BLOOD FLOW
Buckled blood vessels exhibit various changes in shape, including lumen collapse, curvature, twist, and kinking. These shape changes may be transient or become permanent and will result in changes in lumen blood flow, which include alterations to flow patterns and fluid shear stress, as well as restriction or complete occlusion of flow. Such flow modifications produce various physiological and pathological effects.
Upon loss of cross-sectional stability of a vessel, such as partial or full collapse of the lumen (see Fig. 2 ), flow becomes restricted or blocked. 81, 96 Brook and Pedley 9 performed computational simulations in uniform collapsible tubes to illustrate the benefits of collapse, showing that time-dependent collapse of the giraffe jugular vein regulated flow rate during raising of the head. Additionally, as a prophylactic, compression of leg veins by graduated compression stockings or intermittent pneumatic compression is commonly used for hospital patients to prevent deep vein thrombosis and pulmonary embolism that arise from venous flow stasis. A combined in vivo and computational study by Downie et al. 21 showed that compression of large deep and superficial veins in the calf by elastic compression stockings was effective in prevention of flow stasis in humans. Moreover, the stockings increased wall shear stresses, compared with controls, to become closer to physiological levels that protect against thrombosis. On the other hand, low wall shear stresses were close to zero in controls, which could promote venous thrombosis as well as atherosclerosis. Another phenomenon observed under certain transmural pressures and flow rates in collapsible tubes, and possibly veins, is self-excited, self-sustaining oscillation of outflow rate despite a constant inflow rate. 6 Loss of longitudinal stability of a vessel by bent buckling can lead to a curved or tortuous vessel shape, thus changing the spatial path of blood flow. Back and colleagues examined the flow in a human femoral artery model with reverse curvature and measured the flow in a sinusoidal coronary artery model. 1, 2 These and many other studies have shown that vessel curvature has significant effects on blood flow by increasing pressure loss, flow resistance, and secondary flow, as well as increasing pressure and lumen shear stress on the outer curvature. 111 In ''S-shaped'' arteries, computational simulations of Qiao et al. 82 showed that in the systolic phase, maximum velocity occurred at the inner bend (convex side of the lumen) of the upstream portion of the curve during the acceleration period and then moved through the centerline to the outer bend of the upstream portion of the curve before the deceleration period began. Secondary flow was also observed. Additionally, wall shear stresses of nearly 200 dyn/cm 2 were achieved at both inner and outer bends, which is an order of magnitude larger than those in normal arteries. In curved venules, steady flow computational simulations of Chesnutt and Han 13 and Liu et al. 71 demonstrated a shift of maximum velocity and streamlines toward the inner bend, and wall shear stresses that were higher at the inner bend and larger than that in straight venules. A consequence of high shear stresses, as produced by curvature in the above artery and venule simulations, is the possibility of platelet activation and subsequent thrombus formation, as seen in in vivo experiments in rats 71 and computational simulations. 13 More studies are needed for flows in severely and continuously tortuous arteries.
Twist buckling or twist-kinking of arteries and veins also alters blood flow. Kinking of internal carotid arteries in patients has reduced cerebral blood flow and produced symptoms such as hemiplegia, hemiparesis, syncope, transient vision loss, poor coordination, and ischemic stroke. 104 Schep et al. 87 used echo-doppler examination and magnetic-resonance angiography to observe that kinking of iliac arteries caused restricted blood flow in athletes who reported pain and lack of leg power while active in endurance sports. In another study, Salgarello et al. 86 demonstrated that twisted vessels in vivo due to free flap or replantation surgery produced thrombosis, which may be partly ascribed to altered blood flow. In addition, computational simulations of flow in helical vessels demonstrated a screwed velocity profile and increased local wall shear stress. 57, 114 As illustrated in this section, blood vessel buckling modifies blood flow to produce numerous effects. Some of these effects are beneficial, while others are detrimental. In many cases, detrimental outcomes can be alleviated by surgery in which the vessel is returned to a more physiological shape. 87, 94, 104 
OTHER BUCKLING PHENOTYPES
Other forms of buckling may also occur in arteries. Although a barrel-like buckling pattern is possible, 107 there have been no reports of barrel-shape buckling in arteries in the literature. It has been noticed that an arterial lumen may buckle into a wavy shape (folding) when the lumen pressure is low or when the artery is excised from the body. 47 Folding of the lumen of arteries has been analyzed numerically. 50 In addition, when arteries are under severe bending, a local kink may occur on the inner curve (see Table 1 ). The kinking happens often in carotid and iliac arteries. 18, 79, 87, 94 A kink could significantly restrict or even completely occlude blood flow. 18, 19, 79 
BUCKLING OF OTHER ORGANS AND ORGANISMS
Similar to arteries, cross-sectional buckling and collapse also occur in other tubular organs such as esophagus, trachea, ureters, and intestine. 50, 66, 68, 113 The collapse instability also occurs in other organelles such as sclera, alveoli, and red blood cells. 30, 85 Buckling is also seen in cytoskeletons. Microtubule and microfilament buckling has been reported in cells during cell movement and contraction. 8, 15 Folding in tubular organs such as intestine and esophagus has also been related to buckling. Folding of the mucosal layer and lumen of biological vessels (e.g., artery, intestine, esophagus, and airway) has been examined through experimental measurements and numerical simulations. 50, 66, 68, 109, 113 Buckling has been proposed as a mechanism in forming gyrus during the brain folding process. 84, 103 Folding and wrinkling in living tissues and fruits have been widely observed and modeled as the result of buckling due to growth, and have been considered as mechanisms for pattern formation in organs. 11, 66, 67 Pattern formation in flowers, leaves and fruits has been attributed to buckling due to non-uniform growth.
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FUTURE DIRECTIONS
While significant progress has been made in measuring and modeling the buckling behavior of arteries and veins, many challenging problems remain to be investigated. Buckling of arteries changes the profiles of blood flow, pressure, and stresses (shear stress and wall stress), which regulate endothelial cells, smooth muscle cells, and extracellular matrix, and therefore buckling affects vascular function and causes arterial remodeling. While we have gained some understanding of the conditions that lead to artery buckling, we know very little about the adaptation of the arterial wall after buckling occurs. For example, bent buckling yields tortuous vessels and changes the flow path, lumen shear stress, and wall tensile stresses. In vitro experiments have demonstrated different amounts of cell proliferation at inner and outer walls in buckled arteries. 112 However, long-term wall remodeling in buckled arteries needs further investigation. While buckling causes variations in wall stress and lumen shear stress that lead to non-uniform wall remodeling, the remodeling would further change the vessel geometry and buckling mode and thus affect the hemodynamics and wall stresses. The dynamic interaction between arterial mechanics, buckling and vessel remodeling needs further study in order to understand the dynamic development process of tortuous blood vessels. Another area that needs further study is the twist buckling behavior of arteries. First, as stated above, a theoretical model is needed to predict the critical torque and twist angle. Second, the effects of surrounding tissue support and the effects of arterial wall remodeling due to aging and vascular diseases need to be investigated. While buckling represents an initial loss in stability, the mechanisms leading to spatial buckling or tortuosity are not well understood. The post-buckling behavior of arteries under pressure, axial tension and torque needs further investigation. In addition, for arteries under complex loads, models are needed to capture the combined bent-twist buckling or helical buckling behavior of the nonlinear tubular vessels and to predict the critical buckling loads.
In conclusion, various buckling patterns occur in arteries under in vivo mechanical loads. Mechanical buckling is an important aspect of vascular mechanics, physiology and pathology. Further studies are needed to better understand the buckling behavior of arteries and its physiopathological effects.
